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QUESTION 1

A merchant has a Magento store products for local customers toexplore new markets they want to create an
independent store to offer the existing catalog with a different price and branding. 

What action is required achieve this? 

A. Create a new website and change the price scope in Product Attributes configuration 

B. Create a new website and change the price scope to website in Store configuration 

C. Create a new store view and develop a module to extend the price capacities 

D. Create a new store group selecting the appropriate price scope. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are helping a merchant design aloyalty program for customer who have placed over $10,00 worth of orders. The
program will automatically give those customers a 10% discount on each future order. The merchant is using Magento
Commerce and would like to avoid customizing Magento. 

Which two Magento features do you use to set up this loyalty program? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Customer Groups 

B. Shopping Cart Price Rules 

C. Catalog Price Rules 

D. Customer Segments 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A shoe manufacturer Has created a product attribute named "Synthetic Material", its scope is configured to be Store
View and its input Type is Yes/no. However, this attribute is not available in the list to create a configurable product. 

How do they resolve this problem in the attribute configuration? 

A. Create a new select attribute with the Global scope 

B. Change the scope to be the Website scope 

C. Add two options values yes" and no" to this attribute 

D. Switch the Use in Configurable Product selection to `\\'yes\\'\\' 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A merchant team using Magento Commerce updates dozens of product every prices every Sunday morning in the
admin. They would like to speed up the process. 

How is this done? 

A. Create an import file then use the drag and dropfeature to upload the file in the admin in Catalog > Products 

B. Update the prices on the Quick update form, and configure a Scheduled update to change all the prices at the
appropriate time. 

C. In Catalog > Products, select an the applicable products select update Attributes m the dropdown, and then update at
the prices once 

D. Add a scheduled import configure it to run at the appropriate time, and crease an import specified file directory. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A merchant wants to download a list packing slips, However, when the merchant tries to download the packing slips for
aset of orders, there are no slips included for many of the orders they selected. 

What does the merchant need to do to get packing slips for all of their orders? 

A. Create invoices for all of the selected orders. 

B. Specify the staff member who will pack the order 

C. Assign the orders to a specific warehouse 

D. Create shipments for all of the selected orders 

Correct Answer: C 
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